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TheAlcohol abuse is becoming more and more common in many countries. What are 
some of the problems associated with alcohol abuse, and what are some of the 
possible solutions? 
 
Alcoholism is becoming a serious trouble in many nations. Although alcohol threatens 
many societies, there are various approaches to combate with it. This essay will look at 
some of the problems caused by drinking alcohol drinking, and suggest some solutions to 
the problems.  
 
Heavy drinking causes multiple difficulties for countries and communities as well. By 
medicine sideFrom a medical perspective, alcoholics cannot remain as normal members of 
society, but, on the contrary, might cause troubles for the people surrounding them. 
Drunkards neglect their families, and what is worse, require expensive medical treatment. 
Another problem with alcoholism is crime. Bibbers rarely realize what their actions 
resulted to in (or what the result will be after their actions). While listen  listening to the 
radio or wathcing  watching television everyone heard stunning news about the crimes 
committed on roads by drunk drivers. In the role of victims friequently  frequently are 
children. Many festivals and other official events and sport games (like football 
championships) are also end tragically sometimes, due to alcohol fuelled violence. 
 
Despite these problems, the menace of dipsomania can be  fought. Official propoganda  
propaganda is as the first tool. It is well known fact that restriction in  of the supply of the 
alcohol on the market will hardly solve the main issue; vise versa it may cause the opposite 
effect (as shows  shown by the histiry  history of the US with their «Dry law») Officials need 
to direct their efforts to the sports and other healthy activities by encouraging citizens for 
the involvmentinvolvement. The advertising of alcohol must be prohibited. The special 
places for drinking alcohol are needed and no one is  should be allowed to drink alcohol in 
a public place. Collaborates,friends and concelors  councillors need to talk to the drinker. 
Jobs are needed to give people a role in society. 
 
Overall, although the problem of alcoholism may seem impossible to eliminate, there are 
certain steps that can be taken to weaken the hold of alcohol on society. The danger from 
alcohol is too great to ignore.   
 

Grade Criteria Estimated  
Grade 

 

Task response 6-7 You cover both questions 

 

You should just have two main points for each of the body 

paragraphs. So that you can develop your ideas by explaining 

them and giving examples. By including too many main points, 

your paragraphs lacked development and are unlikely to reach 

seven. 
Cohesion and 
coherence 

6-7 To score higher here you also need to show the ability to develop 

your main points.  
Vocabulary 6-7 A few errors with spelling 

Comment [z1]: Problems and solutions are 
common question words, so you should try to 
learn ways rephrase them: 
Problems= issues 
Solutions “ways to tackle” 

Comment [z2]: this is a weird word that I 
never saw before marking IELTS essays. I suggest 
you say “alcoholics” 

Comment [z3]: this is not useful 

Comment [z4]: I really hope you're not using a 
dictionary while writing it is a horrible habit and 
in my experience leads to disaster in a real test 
[when you don't have a dictionary]. I don't know 
this word, without checking, I wouldn't check if I 
was marking real test papers. 

Comment [z5]: Don't keep using brackets. 

Comment [z6]: This is  off topic. You are 
supposed to give a solution and not say things 
that don't work. 

Comment [z7]: This word doesn't fit here 

Comment [z8]: you have too many ideas in 
here. You should have two main points in this 
paragraph and then develop them. Also the short 
simple sentences lower your score for grammar. 
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Please don't use a dictionary while writing [unless you think 

there's going to be a rule change, and you will be allowed to bring 

a dictionary in to your exam]. 

 

A couple of errors with S endings of words: 

Although alcohol threatens many societies 
like football championships 
 
Errors with word form 
as shows  shown by the history 
). While listen  listening to the radio or wathcing  watching 
television 

Grammar 6 I have had to add, remove, and change a lot of words to make your 

sentences grammatical. 

By medicine sideFrom a medical perspective, alcoholics 
cannot remain 
 
sport games (like football championships) are also end 
tragically sometimes 
 
caused by drinking alcohol drinking 

overall 6-6.5 When planning your essay try to think of two problems and two 

solutions. This is the magic number. By including less ideas you'll 

be able to develop your ideas more. 

 

Work on reducing errors with vocabulary grammar. 
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